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Abstract— Digital watermarking is an effective technology for
digital products copyright protection and data security
maintenance as well as an important branch of information
hiding technology. By virtue of this technology, copyright
information is embedded in the video data to provide ownership
verification. Several watermarking schemes have been proposed
in recent years, but most of them deal with still images, only some
being extended over to the temporal domain for video
watermarking. But again most of those approaches are applied to
uncompressed video processing domain. In this paper, a new
compressed video watermarking procedure is explained. We
propose a novel hybrid digital video watermarking scheme
embedding watermark in P-frames. Search its best match block
by the watermark while embedding and the embedding strength
of every block in the video sequence is calculated with the set of
non-linear formulas that have been proposed, according to the
entropy of motion information of every macro-block and the
human visual masking system. The experimental results
demonstrate that this method impacts the video quality slightly
but bit rate is controlled to a large extent.
Index Terms— Introduction, MPEG-4 Video Compression,
Related work, Visual masking, Video Watermarking in P-Frames,
Experimental results & performance evaluation, conclusion.

I. INTRODUCTION
Digital video watermarking refers to techniques for
embedding additional data into host video by utilizing the
redundancy of the video due to the limitations of the human
visual system (HVS). The information hidden in the host
video can be used as an invisible label for copyright
protection, or as auxiliary information for video segmentation,
retrieval, annotation, indexing, error concealment, etc. The
main requirements on invisible digital watermark normally
include imperceptibility, robustness, and capacity. Encryption
techniques are commonly used to control access of the
multimedia Contents. However, they do not provide any
protection after the digital contents have been decrypted. The
copyright should be such that it would be both easy to detect,
yet hard to remove, and with this kind of information being
embedded in the object, the multimedia source would also be

well protected. It would then be possible to prove copyright
ownership if something is used illegally. This would make the
multimedia providers feel more comfortable in supplying
Copyrighted materials, and also benefit users by being able to
share more of the information. Digital watermarking
technology has emerged as an effective means to hide
copyright information in the original content to protect the
authenticity of the intellectual property. There are three
principal processes involved in robust watermarking:
watermark embedding, attack, and watermark detection. In
watermark embedding, a watermark is constructed and then
embedded into an original signal to produce the watermarked
signal. For security, watermark embedding usually requires
knowledge of a secret embedding key. In addition, some
watermarks also allow auxiliary information to be encoded in
the watermark, known as the message or payload. Once the
watermark has been embedded, the watermarked signal may
be subjected to attack. There are many different types of
attacks, including those which attempt to remove the
watermark, make the watermark more difficult to detect, or
subvert the security of the watermark. In watermark detection,
a test signal is provided to the watermark detector. The test
signal may be watermarked and possibly attacked, or may not
have been watermarked at all. The watermark detector
examines its input signal and reports whether the watermark is
present or not, and if applicable, extracts the payload. If the
watermark detector does not require access to the original
(unwatermarked) signal, the watermarking technique is known
as a blind technique.
The video watermarking methods mainly have two kinds:
Spatial domain methods and transformation domain method
Compared with the spatial domain, the watermarking methods
on the transform domain, especially on the DCT (discrete
cosine transformation) domain, have the following
advantages: First of all, the characteristic of humanity vision
System can be used effectively in the transformation domain;
secondly, the watermarking methods can be compatible with
the video compression standards (for example MPEG and so
on); Lastly, the computation complexity of the watermarking
algorithm in the DCT domain is often low. Typically the
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watermarking include transaction tracking, copy control,
authentication, legacy system enhancement and database
linking etc. Growing popularity of video based applications
such as Internet multimedia, wireless video, personal video
recorders, video-on-demand, set-top box, videophone and
videoconferencing have a demand for much higher
Compression to meet bandwidth criteria and best video quality
as possible. Different video Encoder Decoders (Codec’s) such
as MPEG-1, MPEG-2, MPEG-4, ITU-T H.261, and H.263
have evolved to meet the current requirements of video
application based products. Among various available
Standards H.264 / Advanced Video Codec (AVC) is becoming
an important alternative regarding reduced band width, better
image quality in terms of peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR)
and network friendliness, but it requires higher computational
complexity.

video watermarking schemes. Section IV describes about the
visual masking and Section V describes the Video
watermarking in P-Frames (vwm-p frames). The experimental
results and performance evaluation are shown in section VI.
Section VII presents a conclusion.
II. MPEG-4 VIDEO COMPRESSION
As the most advanced video compression standard at present,
MPEG-4 is widely used. To take advantage of temporal
redundancy, MPEG-4 standard includes three kinds of frames:
1) Intra picture frames (I-frames);
2) forward-predicted frames (P-frames);
3) Bidirectional-predicted frames (B-frames).

Current video watermarking algorithms can be divided into
three classes: watermarking in the raw, video, Watermarking
in the compressed video streams and Watermarking in the
encoding process [4-6]. Watermarking in the raw video can
use many algorithms for still images, but it need 'large
amounts of calculations and may lose some Watermark
messages after video compression. Watermarking in the
compressed video streams has small amounts of calculations
so that the watermark can be real-time embedded. The
disadvantage of this approach is that the amount of embedded
message can't be too large due to the compression bit rate
limit. The watermarking algorithms in the encoding process
are robust against MPEG compression and will not increase
bit rate of the video streams. It may farther be categorized into
two kinds: watermark in I frame and watermark in P or B
frame. During the encoding process, MPEG-2 deals with I
frames similarly to JPEG dealing with still images, so the
Watermark in I frame is often embedded in DCT coefficients.
But the’ total number of I frames of a video is smaller, so the
total message embedded in I frames is comparatively small.
The video sequences contain a significant amount of P and B
Frames. There are two positions in P or B frames that can be
used to embed watermark. One is the prediction error; the
other is the motion information. When embedding watermark
in the prediction errors, the loss of prediction error data
increases with the increase of compression ratio.
Comparatively, embedding the watermark in the motion
information is more robust.

I-frames are coded without reference to other frames. P-frame
applies motion prediction by referencing an I-frame or P-frame
in front of it, motion vector points to the block in the
referenced frame. B-frame applies motion prediction,
referencing a frame in front of it and (or) a frame behind it.
Each of the two referenced frames may be I-frame or P-frame.
Macro block (MB) in video stream is represented as a 16x16
sample area. Each MB contains six 8x8 blocks, four for
luminance and two for chrominance. A block of I-frame
contains simply values of luminance or chrominance of its
own. A block of P-frame or B-frame contains the difference
between the values of itself and the referenced block. This
process is called motion compensation. Each frame is divided
into MBs. Coding process of each block includes DCT,
quantization, run-level coding and entropy coding in order.
The resulting video stream consists of entropy codes, motion
vectors and control information about the structure of video
and characteristics of coding. The structure of frame sequence,
coding process and decoding process of MPEG-4 video can be
described as following figures:

This paper is organized into seven sections. The next section
gives brief introduction of MPEG-4 Compressed. Section III
describes the details of related works regarding compressed
Figure 1. MPEG-4 frame sequence
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first, they divided run-level pairs into many groups with the
same VLC codeword length under the constraint that the level
difference in each group should be exactly one. During

Figure 2. MPEG-4 encoding process

Figure 3. MPEG-4 decoding process

III. RELATED WORKS
Watermarking has received much attention due to the
popularity of data communication through the internet. Among
various media data, digital video is the one that carries the most
amount of data. Hence, it is not easy and realistic to embed
watermarks directly in a raw video in real time. Usually, a raw
video has to be compressed first and then watermarked before
it is transmitted through the network. However, the major
concern is how to design a feasible compressed video
watermarking scheme such that the hidden watermarks could
be detected in real time.
In the literature, only a few compressed video watermarking
schemes [7, 8] were proposed. In [7], the header/side
information and motion vectors of MPEG2 bit stream are not
changed during watermarking. They arranged a watermark
sequence to be 2D and have the same size with video frame.
Then the watermark signal is 8x8 DCT transformed and added
into DCT coefficients of video streams. In other words their
compressed domain video watermarking is infact performed in
DCT domain. Therefore some processing operations such as
inverse entropy coding and inverse quantization are required.
Besides no attacks were tested in their experiments. In [8]
Langelaar et al proposed a video watermarking scheme
performed in compressed domain based on VLC codewords. At

watermark embedding, a run-level pair was either unchanged
or replaced depending on the incoming watermark value. Their
method was basically a least significant bit (LSB) type.
Recently, Langelaar et al. proposed a differential energy
watermarking (DEW) algorithm performed in the DCT domain.
DEW means that watermark bits are inserted by removing the
high-frequency DCT coefficients. The authors claimed that it is
not possible to remove the DEW watermark without causing
perceptual degradation.
The pioneering work was reported by Hartung et al. [9].They
proposed embedding a watermark into DCT coefficients in
MPEG-2 compressed data. Their method was based on spread
spectrum, and a modulated pseudo random pattern was added
on the DCT coefficients. They also raised the drift problem in
an inter-frame prediction loop between a video encoder and a
decoder, and proposed a drift compensation algorithm.
However, the compensation which is almost the same as video
transcoding. Alattar, et al. [10] proposed a similar
watermarking method, in which an embedded watermark signal
has a kind of geometrical structure in order to provide
resilience to geometrical attacks. The embedding process is
almost the same as [9] with some adjustment to MPEG-4
encoding, but the detection process requires MPEG-4 decoding
to analyze pixel data. Another approach is proposed by Ghosh,
et al. [11]. Their method embeds a watermark during video
compression. The watermark signal is constructed from a pixel
pattern of a reference frame designated by a motion vector, and
it is modulated by the messages to be embedded. It can be
detected from the compressed data directly; however the
watermark cannot be embedded into compressed video data.
Sakazawa et al. [12] proposed a method that can detect the
watermark from MPEG-2 encoded data directly. It employs
alteration of DCT coefficients at spatiotemporally distributed
locations, and the watermark can be detected by observing
DCT coefficients in the MPEG bit stream. But it has to embed
the watermark on the uncompressed domain. Thus, the
conventional method does not satisfy the requirements for low
complexity native watermarking.
IV. VISUAL MASKING
A. The temporal visual masking of video JNDt(x, y)
The great difference between the video watermarking and the
still image watermarking is that the video exist a great mount
of the redundancy on temporal axis. We should apply the interframe and temporal special motion redundancy of video
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sequences to calculate the temporal visual masking of videos.
In [13] Zhi Li used the block-matching techniques to acquire
the motion vector MV (u,v) in the corresponding macro-block
M(x, y). Through the motion vector MV (u,v), we could obtain
the motion velocity, direction of moving and the degree of the
deformation for each macro-block. The following section we
describe the criterion for calculating the temporal visual
masking based on these moving characteristics in the video: a)
the visual masking of motion velocity; b) the visual masking of
deformation;
Visual masking of velocity. When embedding watermarking
signals into moving objects in video sequence we consider the
factor of velocity. The length of the motion vector of every
macro-block M (u, v) indicates velocity of motion vector.
When the value of velocity is large, macro-block M(x, y)
moves fast, Watermarking signals embedded in this block will
be more imperceptible.

Visual masking of deformation. At the same time we
consider the influence of the deformation in the corresponding
block between every two frames. If there has high degree of
macro-block deformation, the HVS decrease its sensitivity to
the deformation, it means embedded watermark in the macroblock will be more difficult to perceive. We calculated the
degree of deformation Def (x, y) of macro-block M (x, y)
according to the following formula.

Visual masking of moving direction. Finally, we consider the
inter-frame motion characteristics randomness by statistic the
information of moving direction for every two frames. We used
temporal angle θ (u, v) of motion vector in corresponding block
as the degree of randomness in two frames. If the objects move
randomly between frames, the value of temporal angle is large.
Objects with a large temporal angle value are induced the
embedded watermarking signals are more difficult to perceive
than that with small temporal angle value. We use the
following formula to calculate the temporal moving direction
through using motion vector in corresponding block of every
two frames

Then, we use the method below to acquire the JND t (u, v) with
the formula

B. The motion entropy
Entropy of a source could indicate the amount of the
information come from the source. As the entropy increases,
we can say the source increase its amount of information to the
perceiver. We extend the concept of the entropy to the video
sequence to get the motion entropy of the video sequence. The
motion entropy increase and decrease is respected to the
increase and decrease in the motion complexity of the video.
We calculate the motion entropy of the |MV (u, v) |, θ (u, v) of
every macro-block to indicate whether the area where much
motion occurs in the video sequence or not, by using the below
formula. To get the accurate and really motion information we
did not quantify the motion entropy of the |MV (u, v) |, θ (u, v)
in every macro-block. Where, Hp (|MV (u, v)|), Hp (θ (u, v)) is
the motion entropy of the |MV (u, v)|, θ (u, v) in the pth frame.
After getting Hp(|MV(u, v)|), Hp(θ (u, v) ) of every p frame in
the video, we project all of Hp(|MV(u, v)|) and Hp( θ (u, v) ) to
the histogram to get the threshold Tv, Tθ. We could adjust
whether the motion entropy of the video sequence is larger than
the thresholds Tv, Tθ or not. So we could know the macro
block is motion area or static area.
C. Non-linear formula calculate visual masking JND(x,y)
We conclude the visual masking of the video is consisted of the
spatial and temporal visual masking. We get the accurate
motion information according to the motion entropy of every
macro-block. So we apply the non-linear formula and the
motion entropy to calculate the visual masking of video
sequence that depends on the temporal visual masking of the
moving information as well as the spatial visual masking of
still image properties. So we get the two kinds of areas by the
following describe.
Motion areas: block in which the motion entropy of length of
motion vector Hp(|MV(u, v)|) is not less than threshold Tv or
the motion entropy of moving direction Hp(θ (u, v) ) is not less
than threshold Tθ. Objects in these areas are moving fast or
random. To the moving fast or random areas we use the
following formula to calculate the visual masking of video
JND(x,y)=JNDs(x,y)+JNDt(x,y)α*min{JNDs(x,y),JNDt(x,y)}
0<α≤1
Static areas: blocks in which the motion entropy of length of
motion vector Hp(|MV(u, v)|) is less than threshold Tv and the
motion entropy of moving direction Hp(θ (u, v) ) is less than
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threshold Tθ. Objects in these areas are static. To the static
areas we use the below formula to calculate the visual masking
of video

the best matching block.
4. by making use of motion entropy and visual masking of
every block in the video the watermark will be extracted.

JND (x, y) =β*JNDs (x, y), 0<β≤1
We use visual masking JND (x, y) of every block in video as
the maximum embedding strength, which could guarantee the
excellence imperceptibility of this scheme.
V.

VIDEO WATERMARKING IN P-FRAMES (VWM-P
FRAMES)

In the MPEG compression algorithms, a good search algorithm
will lead to good video quality and less time spent in motion
estimation. FS (full search algorithm) is one of the commonest
algorithms. FS can gain the best video quality, but it spends the
most time. So many fast search algorithms are researched to
take the place of FS such as 3SS (three step search), N3SS
(new three step search), DS (diamond search), HS (hexagon
search), etc. But new problem appeared that it is easy for the
macro block searched to get into the local best, which leads that
the bit rate is increased and the video quality may be decreased.
From many researches, we know that as long as we use fast
search algorithm, it is difficulty to avoid the occurrence of local
best. This local character arouses our interest.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
As a measure of Imperceptibility, the peak signal to noise ratio
is typically used. From the result, we can see that there is no
much change in PSNR and bit rate impacted is complicated
when algorithm [14] is used but bit rate is controlled to a large
extent in our algorithm as we are embedding only in the motion
vectors which are having high imperceptibility based on motion
entropy of visual masking. We came to know that when there
are many smooth regions in the picture, the bit rate is increased
slightly .In such cases less watermarking information should be
embedded to avoid increase in the bit rate.
Table 1.Results of salesman sequence
Original

Nvwm in

vwm-p

video

motion

frames

vectors[14]
A. Embedding scheme

PSNR Y

35.82

35.80

35.81

Watermarking information can be easily embedded into MPEG
video stream by the following steps.

PSNR U

39.54

39.53

39.52

1. Confirm which search algorithm is used in MPEG-4

PSNR V

40.23

40.19

40.20

2. We will select only p-frames and restrict the search region
in search algorithm to embed the watermarking information

Bit rate

91504

94816

93310

3. Execute the search algorithm to find the motion vector of
the best matching block.
Original video

Watermark embedded

4. Different information can be embedded into motion vector
as mentioned above and by making use of motion entropy and
visual masking JND (x, y) of every block in the video as the
maximum embedding strength, will guarantee the excellent
imperceptibility of this scheme.
B. Retrieving scheme
Watermarking information can be easily extracted from
MPEG video stream by the following steps.
1. We will take the mpeg-4 watermarked video.
2. We will take only p-frames and restrict the search region in
search algorithm to extract the watermarking information.
3. Execute the search algorithm to find the motion vector of
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VII. CONCLUSION

performance, improved voice and broadband services in low
cost with the operators approval.

In this paper, a novel video watermarking scheme in motion
vectors is proposed. The visual masking information of the
motion vector is used to embed the watermarking information.
This method impacts the video quality slightly but bit rate is
controlled to a large extent as we are embedding in p-frames
and that to in the motion vectors which are having high
imperceptibility.
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It is a low power base station communicating in a licensed
spectrum, offering improved indoor coverage with increased
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NLM FOR IMPROVEMENT OF SENSING
CAPABILITY IN FEMTOCELLS
Dr S.Srinivasa Rao,
Professor & Head , Department of ECE,
Malla Reddy College of Engineering & Technology, Secunderabad

Abstract: This paper presents the working of Network Listen
Module (NLM) which is used to improve the sensing
capability of Femtocell device. Using NLM, the Femtocell will
be able to scan the air interface, detect neighboring cells and
tune its network and RF parameters accordingly.
Keywords: NLM, Femtocell, DTX, STX, RSSI
1. INTRODUCTION
Femtocells are ‘domestic base stations’ which acts like cellular
network access points used to connect mobile devices to mobile
network service providers using residential DSL, cable
broadband connections, optical fibers or wireless last mile
technology.
It is a low power base station communicating in a licensed
spectrum, offering improved indoor coverage with increased
performance, improved voice and broadband services in low
cost with the operators approval.

A femtocell looks like a WiFi access point which contains
RNC (Radio Network Controller) and all the core network
elements. It requires a data connection to the DSL or cable to
the Internet, through which it is connected to the mobiles
operator core network. The femtocell works through cellular
network provider and enhances connectivity for cellular
phones, smart phones and other portable/mobile devices
especially in thelocations where coverage by cellular systems
using large cells is weak
and discontinuous. Finally, the
mobile devices are connected to the backbone of the network
supplied by Internet service provider via femtocells.
2. NETWORK LISTEN MODULE
When a customer buys a femtocell, the network operator
provides the customer with the femtocell device and a
femtocell ID. This femtocell ID will be used to register and
authenticate the femtocell in the network after switching on.
Moreover, when the customer buys the femtocell, he/she must
provide some information to the operator. For example, the
address where the femtocell is going to be installed and the list
of femtocell subscribers (registration data). Furthermore, in
order to let the customer update the list of subscribers, the
operator also gives him/her a secure web site. It is to be noted
that, the list of authorized users resides in the core network.
After acquiring the femtocell, the customer only needs to plug
the femtocell into a power source and Internet connection to
start using it. The customer cannot be assumed to have the
knowledge to install or configure the femtocell, hence these
processes need to be automatic. Therefore, after power on, the
first thing the femtocell does is to connect to the network of
the operator through the backhaul connection.

Figure 1. Femtocell house

The femtocell is then authenticated and registered into the
system as an operative device by the OSS, using the femtocell
ID. Afterwards, the femtocell can update its software by
downloading the latest available version from the OSS. Note
that this software update can also be triggered by the OSS at
any time after power on. Subsequently, the femtocell verifies
the functioning of this new software, self-testing the
installation.
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remove new neighbouring relationships, select/re-select its
physical cell ID in order to minimize the collision probability,
or tune its handover parameters in order to facilitate the
handover procedure towards other cells.
After the femtocell has been self-configured, the life cycle of a
femtocell moves towards a self-optimization loop, since the
femtocell needs dynamically to adapt its parameters to the
changing environment conditions.

Figure 2. Femtocell start up procedure
Fundamental information such as:
• frequency for DL and UL,
• scrambling code list, or
• radio channel bandwidth
must be provided during the booting procedure by the operator
over the backhaul link.
Network configuration parameters:
• location, routing and service area code information,
• neighbouring list,
• physical cell ID,
• RF parameters (pilot and maximum data power . . .)
can be automatically calculated from information on the
macro cell layer provided by the operator (OSS data), and
from information on the femtocell layer provided. By the
users (registration data). These data arrive at the femtocell
through the backhaul link.
If the core network does not support this configuration or
cannot supply any suggestions, the femtocell will derive these
parameters, using data gathered by monitoring the radio
channel. However, setting up the femtocell parameters from a
blind configuration using only sensing techniques will delay the
booting procedure, and might result in an undesirable
performance. Therefore, it is advisable that a default
configuration is provided by the femtocell firmware or through
the backhaul.
The sensing of the radio environment is done by the network
listening mode, designed to scan the air interface. By decoding
the existing broadcast and control
channels, the femtocell synchronizes its internal oscillator and
synchronizes the femtocell to the external network. The
information derived from the initial sensing is also used to
detect new neighbouring macrocells and femtocells. In this way,
the default configuration of the femtocell can be set up or
reconfigured [22]. For example, the femtocell can add or

Using the network listening mode and other inputs, e.g.
broadcast messages, measurement reports, cognitive radio the
femtocell will collect statistics to optimize its performance
dynamically (coverage and capacity). For example, in order to
provide an adequate signal quality to its users, and minimize
the impact (interference) on other cells, the femtocell will
adapt its power and channel usage, as well as optimizing its
neighboring list and handover parameters according to the
gathered information.
The most challenging environment is that of the home because
the femtocell base station must be installable by the home
owner and the femtocell must be able to zero touch self
configuration to allow the femtocell to interoperate with the
existing Radio Access Network while causing the minimum
interference to the existing infrastructure.
From a network operators perspective the main requirements
for the femtocell is to fit into the network with the minimum
level of operator involvement in the process while minimizing
the impact of the femtocell on the existing network. In order to
do this the femtocell is required to boot up into a UE / network
listen mode so that it can scan the air interface for available
frequencies, scrambling codes and other network resources.
A further complication for femtocell deployments is that they
are typically connected to the operators network through an IP
connection and further they are located in doors so the
femtocell does not have access to any of the usual facilities for
providing timing and synchronization - for example the ATM
backhaul or GPS 1pps signal. The timing and frequency
synchronization requirements for modern radio networks are
very tight (typically 0.1 ppm) and while there are network
timing protocols such as NTP or IEEE1588 available, these
often struggle to achieve the required accuracy.
In addition to the requirements of being a zero touch solution
from both the operator's and the user's perspective and having
to minimize the interference with the macro network and other
mtocells; the femtocell also has to provide seamless hand-in
and hand-out to the macro network.
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2.1. Network Detection and Integration
During boot up it is imperative that the femtocell correctly
detects the surrounding network and integrates into it with the
minimum interference. The startup procedure for a femtocell
can be summarized by the following four stages:
• Synchronizing the internal oscillator of the femtocell and
synchronize the femtocell to the System Frame Number
(SFN) of the external network.
• Search the surrounding radio environment (including 2G and
3G macro networks) for neighboring macro and femto cells.
The search process detects the frequencies used, scrambling
codes, CPICH Receive Signal Code Power (RSCP) and UTRA
Receive Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) required to minimize
network interference and optimize the transmit power.
• Decode the neighbor cell information to configure a handout
neighbor list and update the system database.

• Calculate the frequency offset of the base station by using the
primary scrambling code number from 3
• Measure the Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) of the
base station by using the primary scrambling code number
from 3.
2.3. Timing And Synchronization
The femtocell is required to detect the time and frequency
from the radio network because it is not always possible to be
able to achieve this over the network interface. In order to be
able to achieve these timing requirements it is necessary to use
a very accurate crystal oscillator that is typically voltage and
temperature controlled and housed in an oven to control the
temperature Crystal oscillators that meet these requirements
are typically much too expensive to be used in a consumer
product so it is common to use cheaper crystals thatneed to be
re-conditioned on a regular basis.
The internal clock is responsible for:

•Establishing the country code and location to ensure the device
is being used within the terms of the operator's license.
In a UMTS network the cell search process must detect the
following information from the network:
1. P-SCH: slot sync
2. S-SCH: frame sync + SCG identification
3. P-CPICH I : PSC identification
Note stage 2 can be avoided in a warm search mode to
significantly reduce the amount of time required to perform the
search - for example when the femtocell is already aware of the
Primary Synchronization Codes (PSC) in use on the network.
2.2. Decoding The Synchronization Channel (SCH)
A UMTS network broadcasts the cell and system information
on the Broadcast Channel (BCH). This information is required
by the femtocell before it can be integrated into the network.
The Synchronization Channel (SCH) is transmitted by the base
stations and used by the UEs for cell search. There are actually
two sub-channels on the SCH the Primary (P-SCH) and
Secondary (S-SCH), each with a 10 ms frame length. The 10 ms
frames are divided into 15 slots, each of length 2560 chips. This
information is used in a five stage cell search process, as
follows:
• Search for the P-SCH and output the slot header information

• The accuracy of the absolute timing to ensure frame
alignment between receiver and transmitter and to avoid
Intersymbol Interference (ISI)
• The spectrum accuracy to maintain frequency alignment
between the receiver and the emitter.
Clock Accuracy Requirements
The accuracy of a clock is usually measured in parts-perbillion (ppb) or parts-per million (ppm). These units represent
the maximum variation obtained over a high number of
oscillations. For example a watch crystal has a typical error of
20 ppm, giving a maximum error per day equal to 0.00002 ×
24 × 60 × 60 = 1.7 seconds.
In the 3GPP specifications, the requirements defined for a
NodeB ask for a precision of 50 ppb. However in Release 6 it
has been relaxed to 100 ppb for indoor base stations, and later
in Release 8 is reduced to 200 ppb for Home nodeB with
certain standards. Some typical accuracy requirements for
femtocells recommended by 3GPP are summarized in Table
9.1. Even if it is reasonable for macrocell base stations to
afford expensive and accurate oscillators, this is not the case
for FAP, which need to be manufactured at low prices.
Therefore cheap and easily implementable solutions are still
required in this field.

• Using the slot header information, S-SCH decode gives the
frame header and scrambling code group information

3. OSCILLATORS FOR FEMTOCELLS

• The scrambling code group information allows the detection
of the primary scrambling code number

Piezoelectricity is the ability of certain materials (like quartz)
to create an oscillating electrical potential when mechanical
pressure is applied. The resonance of this material can be used
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to create a signal oscillating at an accurate frequency. Cheap
crystals usually have a precision of about 20 ppm. However, the
main drawback of such material is that the oscillation frequency
changes with the temperature. Furthermore these changes do not
repeat exactly upon temperature variation, i.e. resonators exhibit

an hysteresis in the frequency variation. That is why in
femtocells some more advanced oscillators must be used, in
order to compensate for the errors due to the variations in
temperature.

3.1 Temperature Controlled Crystal Oscillators

8. John Edwards, picoChip Designs Ltd, Implementation Of Network Listen
Modem For WCDMA Femtocell.
9. Xiaochuan Xu Lab of Wireless Communication Systems and
Networks(WCSN) Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications,
Implementation of Network Listen for TD-SCDMA Femtocell.
10. Jie Zhang, Guillaume de la Roche, University of Bedfordshire, UK,
FEMTOCELLS: TECHNOLOGIES AND DEPLOYMENT.
11. 3GPP, User Equipment (UE) procedures in idle mode and procedures for
cell reselection in connected mode TS 25.304 ver 8.7.0.

A Temperature Controlled Crystal Oscillator (TCXO) is a type
of oscillator that compensates for temperature changes to
improve stability. In a TCXO, the signal from a temperature
sensor is used to generate a correction voltage that is applied
to a voltage-variable reactance, also called varactor. The
varactor then produces a frequency change equal and opposite
to the frequency change produced by temperature.
TCXOs are used in many applications, which is why they are
the cheapest accurate
oscillator components. Because when using a TCXO there are
always delays between the measurement of the temperature
change and the generation of the frequency correction, the
compensated frequency is not perfectly stable.
4. SYNCHRONIZATION VIA SENSING OF THE
NETWORK
To avoid using the backbone connection as a reference, a good
approach could be to listen to neighboring cells, in particular
the surrounding macro cell. Indeed, the condition for low price
is not requested by the macro cells, which is why they are
equipped with accurate oscillators, and also very often with
GPS receivers to synchronize them. This is why the timing
accuracy is high in macro cells, and an efficient
synchronization solution would be for the FAP to listen to the
nearest macro cell to synchronize its clock. If the clock is not
accurately synchronized it is possible that a subscriber, who
enters his home, will not be able to handover from one cell to
another. Moreover, if the frequency shift of the femtocell is too
high, it could happen that the mobile would not be able to
decode the different channels of the femtocell.
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Abstract - Chan proposed an image authentication
method by producing the parity check bits from
pixels whose bits have been rearranged (in 2011) [6].
Due to this rearrangement, the value of the mostsignificant bit of each tampered pixel can be
determined according to its parity check bits. With
the help of the most-significant bit of the pixel, the
pixel can be recovered by selecting two possible (7,
4) Hamming code words. However, if the distance
between two Hamming code words is within a
certain range, incorrect selection may occur. Chan’s
method added one additional bit to indicate the
correct one. It is trivial that this may degrade the
quality of the authenticated image. This paper
groups four most-significant bits into different
groups to form a mapping codebook and the
mapping
codebook
is
used
to
produce
authentication data instead of the (7, 4) Hamming
code book. The experimental results show that the
proposed method has a greater ability to recover
tampered areas.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The most important property of digital media is that it
is easily tampered with. Consequently, media security
and copyright protection mechanisms have developed
quickly, and many image authentication schemes have
been developed. Among these various image
authentication schemes, some have been proposed to
embed recovered data into the digital images [1]–[4] so
that the tampered areas can be detected and recovered.
It is trivial that the fineness of the recovered areas is
related to the recovery unit of the different methods.
However, the recovery unit of Yang and Shen’s method
[4] is just a block with 4×4 pixels, and that of Lee and
Lin’s method [2] is just a block with 2×2 pixels.
In order to improve the fineness of the recovered areas,
Chan and Chang’s method [1] produced parity check
bits from each pixel through a hamming code technique
[5]. The recovery unit of Chan and Chang’s method
becomes one pixel. Although Chan and Chang’s
method can reduce the recovery unit to one pixel, there

are some drawbacks in their method. Chan and Chang’s
method must predict the most-significant bit of each
tampered pixel first. The tampered pixel then can be
recovered by referring to the predicted bit and the
extracted parity check bits. However, once an incorrect
prediction is made in the recovery procedure, the
tampered pixel cannot be recovered successfully.
Furthermore, a pixel with an incorrect prediction may
affect the prediction accuracy of the following pixels.
On the contrary, in Chan’s method [6], the parity check
bits are produced from pixels whose bits have been
rearranged. The value of the most-significant bit of
each tampered pixel can be determined according to its
parity check bits. Therefore, the recovery procedure of
the proposed method does not need to predict the mostsignificant bit of the pixel. Although the value of the
most-significant bit can be known through the parity
check bits,
the method still has to predict pixels by selecting one
from two candidates of (7, 4) Hamming code words.
However, if the distance between two Hamming code
words is within a certain range, there is still the
possibility of making incorrect predictions. In the new
version of Chan’s method in [6], one additional bit was
added to record the correct one from two candidates.
In this paper, we group four most-significant bits into
different groups to form a mapping codebook. The
mapping codebook has an important property in that
the distancebetween two candidates in each group is
always out of the mentioned range. The proposed
method will produce authentication data through a
mapping codebook instead of a (7, 4) hamming
codebook. The experimental results show that the
proposed method has better ability to recover the
tampered areas with good quality.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Chan’s
method is reviewed in Section 2. The method proposed
in this paper will then be presented in Section 3. In
Section 4, the experimental results are offered to
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Finally, the conclusions will be made in Section 5.
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2.

RELATED WORK

In this section, Chan’s method [6] is reviewed. Chan’s
method contains three procedures: the embedding
procedure, the detection procedure, and the recovery
procedure. The embedding procedure produces parity
check bits from the rearranged bits of the pixel, and the
parity heck bits are embedded into another pixel by
using a modulus function [7]. In the detection
procedure, the extracted parity check bits are used to
check whether the pixel has been tampered with.
According to the indication of the tampered pixels, the
tampered areas are also located in this procedure. The
final procedure, the recovery procedure, recovers the
tampered areas. The details of Chan’s method are
described as follows.
2.1 Embedding Procedure
The embedding procedure contains three steps:
Hamming code production, bit rotation, and Torus
automorphism [8]. In the first step, Hamming
codeproduction, parity check bits are produced from
therearranged four most-significant bits of each pixel.
Therelation between rearranged bits and parity check
bits isshown in Fig. 1. The values of the parity check
bits (P1, P2,P3) can be decided by achieving the goal
that the number of“1” in each circle should be even.
According to the examplein Fig. 1, the values of the
parity check bits P1, P2, and P3 are 1, 0, and 0,
respectively.
It should be noticed that the parity check bits
aregenerated from the reversed four most-significant
bits. Thereason why we reverse the bits is that by
referring to Fig. 2,the most significant bits of two
original data bits are thesame if the values of their
parity check bits are the same.

That means whether the value of the original data bits
islarger than 128 or not can be decided according the
value ofthe parity check bits.In the second step the
produced parity check bits arerotated. The purpose of
bit rotation is to rotate the order ofthe parity check bits
to increase security. This step firstselects one secret key
k1 as a seed to generate a sequence ofrandom numbers,
R1, R2, …,RN×N, where N is the pixelnumber of the
height and width of the cover image. For theith pixel,
its three parity check bits must be rotatedaccording to
the random number Rias follows.
J’ = (J + Ri) mod3

(1)

whereJ represents the original order of the parity check
bits,and Jdenotes the new order of the parity check bits.
Thevariables J and J′ are both in the range from 0 to 2.
Aftergoing through (1), the bit at the Jth position will
be rotated to the Jth position. In the third step, the
rotated parity check bits areembedded into the three
least-significant bits of anotherpixel indicated by the
Torus auto-morphism. The formula of the Torus automorphism is shown as follows.

Where the variable k2 represents the second key. The
symbol (xi, yi) denotes the position at where the ith
pixel Pi is located. On the other hand, the position (xi′,
yi′)represents the new position in which the parity
check bits ofPi are going to be embedded and the
symbol N is the pixelnumber of the height and the
width of the cover image.Once the embedded position
for each Pi is known, theparity check bits can be
embedded by using a modulus
Function [7]. Finally, the authenticated image can
beobtained.
2.2 Detection and Recovery Procedures

Fig.1. Way to generate the parity check bits from the
reversed data bits

The purpose of the detection procedure is to locate
thetampered areas so that the recovery procedure has
targetareas to recover. In the detection procedure, the
paritycheck bits for the pixel Pi at (xi, yi) can be
extracted fromthe pixel at (xi′, yi′) according to (2).
Meantime, the paritycheck bits of the pixel Pi can be
produced through the fourmost-significant bits of the
pixel Pi. Once the extractedparity check bits are not the
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same as the produced bits, both positions (xi, yi) and
(xi′, yi′) are marked as the tampered pixels. After
checking all pixels, morphological operations[9] are
performed to eliminate the isolated faulty judgments.
Finally, the tampered areas can be located through the
detection procedure.
In the recovery procedure, if the parity check bits of the
tampered pixel are not modified, these bits can be used
topredict the value of the tampered pixel. According to
the value of the parity check bits, the value of the mostsignificant bit, d4, can be known by referring to Fig. 2.
Moreover, the two candidates of the four mostsignificantbits can also be known according to Fig. 2.
The value of the most-significant bit of the pixel can
help us to select thecorrect one from two candidates so
as to recover the tampered pixel.
More precisely, in the detection procedure, the
tampered area has been located. Chan’s method uses an
indicated matrix M to indicate the number of the
surrounding un tampered pixels for each tampered
pixels. It is obvious that the tampered pixels with a
larger number at the corresponding positions of
indicated matrix M have a better opportunity to select a
correct one from two candidates because they have
more un tampered pixels for references. Therefore,
only the pixels with the largest number of un tampered
pixels will be processed in each round. Because the
most-significant bit of the predicted pixel can be known
by referring to the parity check bits, the un tampered
pixels whose most-significant bit is the same as the
predicted pixel are gathered to calculate their average
value.
In this section, the experimental results are
demonstrated. To begin with, the test image, Lena, with
512×512 pixels, is shown in Fig. 5. We first show the
authenticated images and their PSNR values in Fig. 6.
Because both Chan’s method and the proposed method
use a modulus function to embed data instead of least
The candidate that has the minimal distance with the
average value is selected to recover this tampered pixel.
After that, the recovered pixels are marked as un
tampered pixels, and the same procedures are
performed to recover tampered pixels until all tampered
pixels are marked as untampered pixels. The recovery
procedure is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Original data bits and the parity check bits
3. PROPOSED METHOD
In Chan’s method[6], although the value of the mostsignificant bit can be known through the parity check
bits, the method still has to predict pixels by selecting
one from two candidates. Most pixels can be predicted
correctly by using the method described in Section 2.
However, there is still the possibility of making
incorrect predictions while two candidates are too
close. In fact, if the distance between two candidates is
small enough, selecting any one of two candidates to
recover the pixel is acceptable. The quality of the
recovered pixel is still good. However, by referring to
the last column in Fig. 2, it can be seen that the distance
between two candidates becomes larger when the
values of the parity check bits are 2, 5, 1 and 6. Their
distances are 3 and 5. In the new version of Chan’s
method in [6], one additional bit is added to record the
correct one from two candidates whose parity check
bits are 2, 5, 1, and 6. It is trivial that this may degrade
the quality of the authenticated image.
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Original
Data Bits

The
Decimal
Values

The
Mapping
Values

0000

0

0

1000

8

0

0001

1

1

1001

9

1

0010

2

2

1010

10

2

0011

3

3

1011

11

3

0100

4

4

1100

12

4

0101

5

5

1101

13

5

0110

6

6

1110

14

6

0111

7

7

1111

15

7

Distance
Between
two
Original
Data Bits

|8–0|=8

|9–1|=8

| 10 – 2 | =
8

| 11 – 3| = 8

| 12 – 4 | =
8

In order to improve the quality, we propose grouping
four most-significant bits into different groups to form
a mapping codebook. There are two characteristics of
the mapping codebooks. The data bits with same MSB
are grouped together. Thus the value of difference
between the bits will be 8. This will be useful while
retrieving the tampered pixels as the most significant
bit can be easily found out. This is shown in figure4.
In the embedding procedure, the proposed method is
almost the same as Chan’s method except for the
Hammingcode production step. Chan’s method
obtained authentication data from four most-significant
bits byproducing parity check bits. On the contrary, our
proposed method obtains authentication data from four
most significant bits through the Mapping Codebook.
The mapping value can be decided by referring to the
fourmost-significant bits and the Mapping Codebook.
The role of the mapping value is treated as the parity
bits in Chan’s method. This means that the mapping
value will go through the steps of bit rotation and the
rotated bits are embedded to the three least-significant
bits of another pixel indicated by Torus automorphism.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 3. Recovery procedure

| 14 – 5 | =
8

| 15 – 6 | =
8

| 16 – 7 | =
8

significant bit (LSB) replacement, the peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR) values of Chan’s method and the
proposed method are higher than that of Chan and
Chang’s method.
Next, we show the recovery ability for different
methods in different areas. There are three areas,
including a non-detailed area, a detailed area and a
complex area (which includes a non-detailed area and a
detailed area), used in our experimental procedures.
These areas are shown in Figs. 7 (a), (b) and (c). The
tampered areas are shown in Figs. 7 (d), (e), and (f).
The size of the tampered area is 64×64 pixels.

Fig. 4.Mapping Codebook.
Fig. 5. Test image.
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Fig. 6. Authenticated images: (a) Chan and Chang’s
method (PSNR: 38.57), (b) Chan’s method (PSNR:
40.02), and (c) proposed method (PSNR: 40.07).

In Fig. 8 we demonstrate the experimental results of the
related methods and our proposed method. Although
the recovered areas of Chan and Chang’s method
shown in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) have good results, the pixels
in the recovered area in Fig. 8 (c) are different to the
original area. On the other hand, Chan’s method [6]
and the proposed method can recover the tampered
areas successfully. Comparing the experimental results
of the proposed method with those of Chan’s method,
we can see that the recovered areas, by using our
proposed method, have better image quality. Because
the distance of two candidates for some Hamming code
words is in the mentioned range, it is hardfor Chan’s
method to judge which one is correct. Therefore, the
recovered area in Fig. 8 (e) is not very good. On
thecontrary, because the distance of the two candidates
of each group is out of the mentioned range, the
recovered area in Fig. 8 (h) is better than that in Fig. 8
(e). It is trivial that the recovered areas of the proposed
method are better than those of Chan’s method.
5. CONCLUSIONS

Fig, 7. Experimental areas: (a) to (c): original areas,
and (d) to (f): tampered areas.

In this paper, we group four most-significant bits into
different groups to form a mapping codebook. The
mappingcodebook is used to replace the role of (7, 4)
Hamming code book in Chan’s method. The mapping
codebook hastwo important properties. First, only the
candidates with the same value of the most significant
bit can be gathered in the same group. This means the
value of the most-significant bit of the predicted pixel
can be determined according to its mapping values.
Second, the distance between two candidates of each
group is out of the range from 3 to 5. This means one
additional bit for some pixels is not necessary in our
method. According to the experimental results, the
proposed method has a better ability to recover the
tampered areas with good quality.
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Abstract—The OPB GPIO design provides a
general purpose input/output interface to a 32-bit
On-Chip Peripheral Bus (OPB). The GPIO IP core
is
user-programmable
general-purpose
I/O
controller. That is use is to implement functions that
are not implemented with the dedicated controllers
in a system and require simple input and/or output
software controlled signals. It is one of the
important peripheral that is listed on any FPGA
board. In this project we are atomizing the
operation of the GPIO by writing the code in
SYSTEM-VERILOG and simulating it in QUESTA
MODELSIM. The main aim of this project is to
verify the output by using GPIO pins depending up
on the preference the code. We verify the GPIO
modules by using UVM [Universal verification
Methodology]. The functional verification of the
RTL design of the GPIO is carried out for the better
optimum design.
Index Terms— GPIO,OPB,QUESTA MODELSIM,
System Verilog, FPGA.
I. INTRODUCTION
The GPIO module is part of Inicore's IP module
family. This general purpose input/output controller
provides some unique features that eases system
integration and use. Each GPIO port can be
configured for input, output or bypass mode. All
output data can be set in one access. Single or
multiples bits can be set or cleared independently.
Every GPIO port can serve as an interrupt source and
has its own configuration options: • Level sensitive,
single edge triggered or level change • Active high or
low respectively rising edge or falling edge •
Individual interrupt enable register and status flags
The core provides several synthesis options to ease
the system integration and minimize the gate count: •

Selectable CPU bus width: default options are
8/16/32-bit • Selectable number of GPIO ports • CPU
read back enable.
II. GPIO(GENERAL PURPOSE I/O)
GPIO is a generic pin on a chip whose behavior
(including whether it is an input or output pin) can be
controlled (programmed) through software. GPIO
pins have no special purpose defined, and unused by
default. The idea is that sometimes the system
integrator building a full system that uses the chip
might find useful to have a handful of additional
digital control lines, and having these available from
the chip can save the hassle of having to arrange
additional circuitry to provide them. For example, the
Realtek ALC260 chips (audio codec) have 4 GPIO
pins, which go unused by default. Some system
integrators (Acer laptops) employing the ALC260
use the first GPIO (GPIO0) to turn on the amplifier
used for the laptop's internal speakers and external
headphone jack.
A. Architecture of GPIO

Fig.1 Architecture of GP I/O
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i. Clocks: The GPIO core has two clock domains. All
registers except RGPIO_IN are in system clock
domain. RGPIO_IN register can be clocked by
system clock or by external clock reference.

v. General-Purpose I/O as Input in Interrupt Mode:

The GPIO IP Core has several software accessible
registers. Most registers have the same width as
number of general-purpose I/O signals and they can
be from 1 – 32 bits. The host through these registers
programs type and operation of each general-purpose
I/O signal or three-state outputs, appropriate opendrain or three-state I/O cells must be used. Part of
external interface is also ECLK register. It can be
used to register inputs based on external clock
reference. General-purpose inputs can generate
interrupts so that software does not have to be in poll
mode all the time when sampling inputs. Switching
output drivers into open-drain or three-state mode
will disable general-purpose outputs. To lower
number of pins of the chip, other on-chip peripherals
can be multiplexed together with the GPIO pins. For
this purpose, auxiliary inputs can be multiplexed on
general-purpose outputs.

To use general-purpose I/O as input with generation
of interrupts, corresponding bit in RGPIO_OE
register must be cleared to select input mode.
Corresponding bit in RGPIO_PTRIG register must be
set to generate an interrupt on positive edge event on
general-purpose input. To generate an interrupt on
negative edge event, corresponding bit in
RGPIO_PTRIG register must be cleared. If we are
enabling interrupts for the first time, we also need to
clear interrupt status register RGPIO_INTS. Last,
RGPIO_CTRL[INTE]bit and corresponding bit in
RGPIO_INTE register must be set to enable
generation of interrupts. Bit RGPIO_IN register
reflects registered value of general-purpose input
signal. RGPIO_IN is updated on positive edge of
system clock or if RGPIO_ECLK appropriate bit is
set, on gpio_eclk edge. Which clock edge is selected,
is defined by value of RGPIO_NEC appropriate bit.
Which input caused an interrupt is recorded in
interrupt status register RGPIO_INTS. Inputs that
caused an interrupt since last clearing of
RGPIO_INTS have bits set. Interrupt can be deasserted by writing zero in RGPIO_INTS register and
control register bit RGPIO_CTRL[INTS]. Another
way to de-assert interrupts is to disable them by
clearing control bit RGPIO_CTRL[INTE].

iv.. Hardware Reset:

Vi .General-Purpose I/O as Output

Following hardware reset all general-purpose I/O
signals are set into input mode. Meaning, all output
drivers are disabled. All interrupts are masked, so
that inputs would not generate any spurious
interrupts. Gpio_eclk signal is not used to latch inputs
into RGPIO_IN register; instead system clock is used
General-Purpose I/O as Polled Input. To use generalpurpose I/O as input only, corresponding bit in
RGPIO_OE register must be cleared to select input
mode. Bit RGPIO_CTRL[INTE] and corresponding
bit in RGPIO_INTE register must be cleared as well
,to disabled generation of interrupts. Bit RGPIO_IN
register reflects registered value of general-purpose
input signal. RGPIO_IN is updated on positive edge
of system clock or if RGPIO_ECLK appropriate bit
is set, on gpio_eclk edge. Which clock edge is
selected is defined by value of RGPIO_NEC
appropriate bit.

To enable general-purpose I/O output driver,
corresponding bit in RGPIO_OE must reset.
Corresponding bit in RGPIO_OUT register must be
set to the value that is required to be driven on output
driver. Corresponding bit in RGPIO_INTE register
must be cleared to disable generation of spurious
interrupts. Clearing bit in RGPIO_OE register will
disable output driver and enable three-state or opendrain. General-Purpose I/O as Bi-Directional I/O. To
use general-purpose I/O as bi-directional signal,
corresponding bit in RGPIO_OE must be toggled to
enable or disable three-state or open-drain mode of
bi-directional driver. Corresponding bit in
RGPIO_OUT register must be set to the value that is
required to be driven on output driver. Corresponding
bit in RGPIO_INTE register must be cleared to
disable generation of spurious interrupts. If input
should generate interrupts, corresponding bit in
RGPIO_INTE register must be set and if required
also corresponding bit in RGPIO_PTRIG should be

ii. APB Interface: The host interface is implemented
using a 32 bit APB compliant slave interface.
iii. GPIO Registers
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set. Corresponding bit RGPIO_IN register reflects
registered value of general-purpose input signal.
RGPIO_IN is updated on positive edge of system
clock or if RGPIO_ECLK bit is set, on gpio_eclk
edge. Which clock edge is selected, is defined by
value of RGPIO_NEC bit. If an interrupt is enabled
and pending, it can be de-asserted by writing zero in
RGPIO_INTS register and control register bit
RGPIO_CTRL[INTS]. Another way to dessert
interrupts is to disable them by clearing control bit
RGPIO_CTRL[INTE]General-Purpose I/O driven by
Auxiliary Input To drive general-purpose output with
auxiliary input, corresponding bit in RGPIO_OE
must be set to enable output driver. Corresponding bit
in RGPIO_AUX must be set to enable multiplexing
of auxiliary input onto general-purpose output.
III. UNIVERSAL VERIFICATION
METHODOLOGY
The UVM (Universal Verification Methodology) was
introduced in December 2009, by a technical Sub
committee of Accellera. UVM uses Open
Verification Methodology as its foundation.
Accellera released version UVM 1.0 EA on May 17,
2010.UVM Class Library provides the building
blocks needed to quickly develop well-constructed
and reusable verification components and test
environments. It uses system Verilog as its language.
All three of the simulation vendors (Synopsys,
Cadence and Mentor) support UVM today which was
not the case with other verification methodology.
Today, more and more logic is being integrated on
the single chip so verification of it is a very
challenging task. More than 70 percent of the time is
spent on the verification of the chip. So it is a need of
an hour to have a common verification methodology
that provide the base classes and framework to
construct
robust
and
reusable
verification
environment. UVM provides that.
In this paper , all the terminology related to UVM is
introduced along with the sample example. In first
phase uvm components are introduced. In second
phase some of the features related to UVM are
introduced and in final phase small environment is
built using UVM from the scratch.

2. Test Bench architecture

Fig. 1Test bench architecture
The following subsections describe the components
of a verification component.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Item (Transaction)
Driver (BFM)
Sequencer
Monitor
Agent
Environment

Data Item (Transaction)
Data item are basically the input to the device under
test. All the transfer done between different
verification components in UVM is done through
transaction object. Networking packets, instructions
for processor are some examples of transactions.
From the top level test many data items are generated
and applied to the dut so by intelligently randomizing
the data items object we can check corner cases and
maximize the coverage on the device under test.
Driver (BFM)
Driver as the name suggest, drive the dut signals. It
basically receives the transaction object from the
sequencer and converts it in to the pin level activity.
So for example it can generate read or write signal,
write address and data to be transferred. It is the
active part of the verification logic.
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Sequencer
Sequencer is the component on which the sequences
will run. The dut needs to be applied a sequence of
transaction to test its behavior. So sequence of
transaction is generated and it is applied to driver
whenever it demands by the sequencer.
Monitor
A monitor is the passive element of the verification
environment. It just sample the dut signal from the
interface but does not drive them. It collect the pin
information , package it in form of a packet and then
transfer it to scoreboard or other components for
coverage information.
Agent
Agent is basically a container. It contains driver,
monitor and sequencer. Driver and sequencer are
connected in agent. Agent has two modes of
operation: passive and active. In active mode it drives
the signal to the dut. So driver and sequencer are
instantiated in active mode. In passive mode it just
sample the dut signals does not drive them. So only
monitor is instantiated in passive mode. Normally
there is one agent per interface like AHB or APB.

Fig 3 simulation showing GPIO Functional
Verification for read operation
Functional Verification of GPIO Core Using UVM
As verification methodology plays a important phase
in the circuit design. The read operation of the GPIO
is carried out in XILINX for RTL design and the
verification methodology is carried out using
Questasim 10.0b. The design is carried out using in
HDL and the verification is carried out in UVM. The
GPIO is set up as DUT for the functional verification
and the code coverage is determined using Modelsim
is obtained for 100%

Scoreboard:
Scoreboard is a verification component that checks
the response from the dut against the expected
response. So it keeps track of how many times the
response matched with the expected response and
how many time it failed.
Environment

Fig 4 simulationresults for GPIO functional
verification for write operation

Environment is at the top of the test bench
architecture, it will contain one or more agents
depend on design. If more than one agents are there
then it will be connected in this component.
Agentsare also connected to other components like
scoreboard in this component.
IV. RESULTS AND VERIFIACTION
The GP I/O is carried out for the functional
verification using the UVM technique for both the
read and write operation. The functional verification
is of the RTL design is of the GPIO is yields the
complete code coverage.

Fig 5 Functional code coverage of GPIO
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V. CONCLUSION
In this we have verified the GPIO core based on
UVM technique using Questasim simulator and
Modelsim. The code coverage is obtained for the
RTL design and 100% code coverage is extracted.
This methodolgy provides the complete coverage of
the RTL design so as to acquire the fault free
Protocol design of GPIO. So that can be implemented
in real time systems. This can be further implemented
for the ASIC implementation and SOC Applications.
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Abstract— Currently almost of the public having an own
vehicle, theft is happening on parking and sometimes driving
insecurity places. The safe of vehicles is extremely essential
for public vehicles. Vehicle security and accident prevention is
more challenging. So in order to bring a solution for this
problem this system can be implemented. Vehicle security
enhancement and accident prevention system can be
developed through the application of ignition control
(tracking and locking), fuel theft, accident detection and
prevention, driver fatigue, pollution control and speed limiting
with efficient vehicle management system. The need for this
project is to provide security to the vehicles by engine locking
system which prevents the vehicle from unauthorised access.
This technique helps to find out the exact location of the
accident and with the help of server an emergency vehicle can
be sent to the exact location to reduce the human life loss. It
also detects the behaviour of the driver through sensors
whether he/she is drowsy or drunk, so that occurrence of
accident can be prevented. The place of the vehicle identified
using Global Positioning system (GPS) and Global system
mobile communication (GSM). This is more secured, reliable
and low cost.
Index Terms— Vehicle Tracking, Locking, embedded System,
GPS, GSM
I. INTRODUCTION
The GPS/GSM based System is one of the most important
systems, which integrate both GSM and GPS technologies. It is
necessary due to the many of applications of both GSM and
GPS systems and the wide usage of them by millions of people
through out the world [1]. This system designed for users in
land construction and transport business, provides real-time
information such as location, speed and expected arrival time of
the user is moving vehicles in a concise and easy-to-read
format. This system may also useful for communication process
among the two points.

as a theft prevention and rescue device. Vehicle owner or
Police follow the signal emitted by the tracking system to
locate a robbed vehicle in parallel the stolen vehicle engine
speed going to decreased and pushed to off. After switch of the
engine, motor cannot restart without permission of password.
This system installed for the four wheelers, Vehicle tracking
usually used in navy operators for navy management
functions, routing, send off, on board information and security.
The applications include monitoring driving performance of a
parent with a teen driver. Vehicle tracking systems accepted in
consumer vehicles as a theft prevention and retrieval device. If
the theft identified, the system sends the SMS to the vehicle
owner. After that vehicle owner sends the SMS to the
controller, issue the necessary signals to stop the motor.
In this paper, proposed method is presented in section 2 and
related technology in section 3. The sensors used in the vehicle
tracking and locking System are described in section 4 and
section 5 gives the conclusion.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
In this proposed work, a novel method of vehicle tracking and
locking system used to track the theft vehicle by using GPS
and GSM technology. This system puts into sleeping mode
while the vehicle handled by the owner or authorized person
otherwise goes to active mode, the mode of operation changed
by in person or remotely. If any interruption occurred in any
side of the door, then the IR sensor senses the signals and SMS
sends to the microcontroller. The controller issues the message
about the place of the vehicle to the car owner or authorized
person. When send SMS to the controller, issues the control
signals to the engine motor. Engine motor speeds are gradually
decreases and come to the off place. After that all the doors
locked. To open the door or restart the engine, authorized
person needs to enter the passwords. In this method, tracking
of vehicle place easy and doors locked automatically, thereby
thief cannot get away from the car.

Currently GPS vehicle tracking ensures their safety as
travelling. This vehicle tracking system found in clients vehicles
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III. TECHNOLOGY
• Accident location and vehicle theft identification involves
vehicle tracking using GPS technology.
• Vehicle security is enhanced by ignition control system.
• Anti-vehicle theft using engine locking system.
• Fuel theft can be prevented by monitoring the fuel level in fuel
tank.
• Accident identification system provides the location at which
accident occurs.
• Driver fatigue system provides information about drivers heart
beat rate, eye blink rate which prevent accident because of the
drowsiness or drunk and drive by the driver.
• Obstacle detection system helps in stopping the vehicle when an
obstacle is detected using IR sensor and pollution detection
helps in controlling pollution from vehicle using CO sensor.

A. GPS Technology
The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a satellite-based
navigation system consists of a network of 24 satellites located
into orbit. The system provides essential information to
military, civil and commercial users around the world and
which is freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver. GPS
works in any weather circumstances at anywhere in the world.
A GPS receiver must be locked on to the signal of at least
three satellites to estimate 2D position (latitude and longitude)
and track movement. With four or more satellites in sight, the
receiver can determine the user's 3D position (latitude,
longitude and altitude). Once the vehicle position has been
determined, the GPS unit can determine other information like,
speed, distance to destination, time and other. GPS receiver is
used for this research work to detect the vehicle location and
provide information to responsible person through GSM
technology.

• GSM and GPS is used for tracking the location of vehicle and
for providing Short Message Service (SMS).

Fig.2. GPS module
B. GSM Modem SIM300 V7.03

Fig.1. Block diagram of Vehicle tracking and locking system
based on GSM and GPS

The GSM modem is a specialized type of modem which
accepts a SIM card operates on a subscriber’s mobile number
over a network, just like a cellular phone. It is a cell phone
without display. Modem sim300 is a triband GSM/GPRS
engine that works on EGSM900MHz, DCS1800MHz and
PCS1900MHz frequencies. GSM Modem is RS232-logic level
compatible, i.e., it takes -3v to -15v as logic high and +3v to
+15 as logic low.MAX232 is used to convert TTL into RS232
logic level converter used between the microcontroller and the
GSM board. The signal at pin 11 of the microcontroller is sent
to the GSM modem through pin 11 of max232. This signal is
received at pin 2 (RX) of the GSM modem. The GSM modem
transmits the signal from pin3 (TX) to the microcontroller
through MAX232, which is received at pin 10 of IC1 [9].
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the vehicle. If critical levels of gases were found, the CO
exceeds 20ppm and the level of LPG exceeds 10,000ppm and
the presence of alcohol is detected then the digital data from
the gas sensing module is sent to the microcontroller which
displays the information about the gas leakage inside the
vehicle and produces an alarm to alert the persons inside the
vehicle. It also sends a text message to the authorized person
through GSM modem connected to the microcontroller such
that remedy measures could be taken by the authorized person
and to give proper medical treatment to them if required.
D. Float Level Sensor
Fig.3. GSM module
IV. SENSORS
A. Eyeblink Sensor
Vehicle accidents are most common if the driving is inadequate.
These happen on most factors if the driver is drowsy or if he is
alcoholic. If sensor detects that the driver is unconscious while
driving in traffic or at the middle of the road, the vehicle is
expected to detect the edge of the road and then stop. If it does
so the vehicle may not disturb the other vehicles.
B. IR Sensor
IR Transmitter is an LED which emits infrared rays. IR
Receiver is used to receive the IR rays. Both IR transmitter and
receiver should be placed straight line to each other.The
transmitted signal is given to IR transmitter whenever the signal
is high, the IR transmitter LED is conducting and it passes the
IR rays to the receiver. The IR receiver is connected with
comparator.
C. Gas Sensor
The system has two modules namely the Gas sensing module
and the Obstacle detection module and they are interfaced with
the microcontroller.
Obstacle Sensing Module
The obstacle sensing module is used to sense such that,
accidents due to unwanted parking of the vehicles and collision
with trees and other objects especially during the night time
could be avoided. These obstacles could be detected using
various methods such as ultrasonic sensors.
Gas sensing module
The gas sensing module is used to sense the presence of toxic
gases such as CO, LPG, Alcohol and other toxic gases inside

Level sensors detect the level of substances that flow,
including liquids, slurries, granular and materials. Fluids and
fluidized solids flow to become essentially level in their
containers (or other physical boundaries) because of gravity
whereas most bulk solids pile at an angle of repose to a peak.
The substance to be measured can be inside a container or can
be in its natural form (e.g., a river or a lake). The level
measurement can be either continuous or point values.
Continuous level sensors measure level within a specified
range and determine the exact amount of substance in a certain
place, while point-level sensors only indicate whether the
substance is above or below the sensing point. Generally the
latter detect levels that are excessively high or low. There are
many physical and application variables that affect the
selection of the optimal level monitoring method for industrial
and commercial processes. The selection criteria include the
physical: phase (liquid, solid or slurry), temperature, pressure
or vacuum, chemistry, dielectric constant of medium, density
(specific gravity) of medium, agitation (action), acoustical or
electrical noise, vibration, mechanical shock, tank or bin size
and shape. Also important are the application constraints:
price, accuracy, appearance, response rate, ease of calibration
or programming, physical size and mounting of the instrument,
monitoring or control of continuous or discrete (point) levels.
E. Heart Beat Sensor
The circuit is designed to measure the heart rate. IR transmitter
and receiver measure the heart rate. Infrared transmitter is one
type of LED, which emits infrared rays generally called as IR
Transmitter. Similarly IR Receiver is used to receive the IR
rays transmitted by the IR transmitter. One important point is
both IR transmitter and receiver should be placed straight line
to each other. The IR transmitter and receiver are placed in the
pulse rate sensor. When we want to measure the pulse rate, the
pulse rate sensor has to be clipped in the finger. The IR
receiver is connected to the Vcc through the resistor which
acts as potential divider. The potential divider output is
connected to amplifier section. When supply is ON the IR
transmitter passes the rays to the receiver. Depending on the
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blood flow, the IR rays are interrupted. Due to that IR receiver
conduction is interrupted so variable pulse signals are generated
in the potential divider point which is given to A1 amplifier
through the capacitor C1. The coupling capacitor C1 is used to
block the DC component because the capacitor reactance is
depends on the frequency. For DC component the frequency is
zero so the reactance is infinity now capacitor acts as open
circuit for DC component.

• It involves automated security system that provides high
security to driver through the use of GPS and GSM
technologies.
• It involves obstacle detection with lane detection for efficient
vehicle parking management at emergency situation.
• The GPS and GSM have been used for tracking the vehicles
to identify the accident and theft location.

F. Ultrasonic Sensor

• This system has been incorporated as a single unit inside the
vehicle.

Ultrasonic sensors (also known as transceivers when they both
send and receive) work on a principle similar to radar
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed method of vehicle tracking and
locking systems used to track the theft vehicle by using GPS
and GSM technology. This system puts into the sleeping mode
when vehicle is handled by the owner or authorized persons;
otherwise goes to active mode. The mode of operations changed
by persons or remotely. When the theft identified, the
responsible people send SMS to the micro controller, then issue
the control signals to stop the engine motor. After that all the
doors locked. To open the doors or to restart the engine
authorized person needs to enter the passwords. In this method,
we easily track the vehicle place and doors locked.
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• Thus in this project we have provided the means of accident
prevention using eye blink sensor, accident sensor wherein
the vehicle is stopped immediately and intimated wherever
needed.
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